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Technical plastics
for use in
elevators and
escalators

Your requirement
is our challenge

In recent years and decades, machine components made from high quality technical materials
have become increasingly important in the manufacture of machinery and equipment.
Schwartz was founded in 1924 as the first
European manufacturer of non-metallic friction
bearings for steel rolling mills. Since then we have
become the leading manufacturer of technical
plastics and an efficient partner to the industry on
the continuously developing field of technical
plastics.
Our registered trademarks LAMIGAMID®,
LAMINEX® and OPTAMID® are the names of our
thermo- and duroplastic qualities. All over the
world, these names are known to stand for high
quality materials that offer many interesting
advantages:
■ low specific weight
■ great rigidity and hardness
■ high impact value
■ friction- and wear-resistant
■ excellent sliding and emergency running properties
■ corrosion resistant
■ no, or very low moisture absorption
■ dimensionally stable
■ virtually no limit to the variety of dimensions and shapes
■ low or no maintenance required

Try us - we have a lot to offer:
n More than 70 years' experience
in plastics technology
n Optimum cast polyamide qualities
n Mouldings in any size
n Components from other technical thermoand duroplastic qualities
n Highly trained staff
n Items designed by computer
to suit our various materials
n Consistently high material quality thanks to process
controlled manufacturing equipment
and continuous quality control
n Flexible machine and manufacturing technology
to suit cutting procedures for plastics

Tailor-made
high quality products
To us, your highest requirements are a challenge.
Schwartz plastics are particularly suited to individual
and demanding applications.
Our qualified and experienced team will work with you
to find the ideal technical and economical solution to
your needs.
Our prompt and efficient service will provide you with
your requirements; quality need not suffer for the sake
of speed and flexibility (DIN EN ISO 9001 certified).

One-stop solutions
More and more of our customers are opting for complete component groups.
We specialise in the development, construction and
manufacture of system solutions that are tailor-made
to our customers' requirements.
A wide variety of accessories, either the customer's
own or bought-in, can be incorporated in our manufacturing processes.
The system is tested as a complete unit and delivered
on schedule to the customer.

In the name
of confort

Our qualities all offer interesting
advantages
Escalators
Those things we still prefer to call “moving stairs”
are primarily an aid to comfort. Whilst originally
they only had to be kind to the legs, today they
must also be kind to the ears - nice and quiet.
Reason enough for us to take a closer look at the
noisy parts: the driving and driven components.
Even today, metal chain wheels, gear wheels,
V-belt and gear pulleys are still frequently used.
We have been manufacturing these items in our
highly durable technical plastics LAMIGAMID®
and LAMINEX® for many years.
We make gear and chain wheels and V-belt pulleys from our LAMIGAMID® qualities 310 to 319
and LAMIGAMID® 1200, and gear pulleys from
our qualities LAMIGAMID® 310 and
LAMINEX® 2101.
The choice of material is determined by the type
of application and individual circumstances.

■ silent operation
■ low weight, low GD2
■ high loading capacity
■ maintenance free
■ reduced wear on chain, counterwheel and V-belt
■ good damping behaviour
■ resistant to shocks, blows and breakage
■ can be used in a wide temperature range
■ compatible with all usual lubricants
■ good lifetimes

We perform the necessary calculations for each
item, prepare the design for the item in plastic, and
manufacture the finished design. Geared and
chain wheels, V-belt and gear pulleys can, of
course, be manufactured with metal bushes or
shafts. Form-closed metal cores in the moulds
ensure that an ideal power introduction is achieved
so that geared and chain wheels, V-belt and gear
pulleys of almost any size can be used in a wide
range of applications.
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LAMIGAMID®
LAMINEX®
OPTAMID®
Excellent properties mean these
qualities are ideal for a wide variety
of applications
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Deflection rollers

Safety and
quality are the
watchwords

Approximately fifty per cent of the elevators manufactured in the world are rope elevators. In addition
to the driving wheel, various sizes, types and quantities of deflection rollers are used in these rope
elevators.
We started to manufacture cast polyamide rope
sheaves for heavy loads more than twenty years
ago. Although we have not been manufacturing
deflection rollers in our cast polyamide quality
OPTAMID® for quite so long, they have become
increasingly popular in recent years.
Because OPTAMID® deflection rollers are used in
the direct conveyance of persons, safety first is the
rule that applies throughout. Working in conjunction with various official authorities, institutes and
the TÜV technical monitoring authority, we have
developed deflection rollers that meet today's
exacting technical requirements and are therefore
fully approved by the TÜV.
OPTAMID® deflection rollers have been used in
countless elevators for several years now,
evidence enough that their wear behaviour is at
least equal to that of traditional grey cast iron
rollers. OPTAMID® deflection rollers also offer the
following important advantages:

■ OPTAMID® has a very low specific weight of only
1.15 g/cm3, which means that OPTAMID® deflection rollers are considerably lighter than grey cast
iron rollers. This low weight also makes storing and
assembling them much easier, particularly when
changing them in the future. Their low weight also
means that OPTAMID® deflection rollers have a
lower centrifugal mass.
■ Considerable reductions in noise levels are
achieved with OPTAMID® deflection rollers.
■ Thanks to the low module of elasticity of
OPTAMID®, the plastic deflection roller moulds far
better to the rope, increasing the number of
contact points between the rope and the roller.
Surface pressure between the deflection roller and
the rope is lower, and the rope is subject to less
alternate bending, all of which help to increase the
lifetime of the rope.
■ Vibration is reduced by the material's excellent
elastic properties.
■ OPTAMID® deflection rollers are usually coloured yellow and do not require painting.

We can also supply rollers with a plain bearing
bush or roller bearing and axles. You will find more
information on this topic in our brochure
"OPTAMID® deflection rollers in elevator construction". OPTAMID® deflection rollers can, of course,
be manufactured in any other dimensions and in
accordance with customer specifications.

Lightweight in case
of emergency

Hand wheels

Because OPTAMID® rollers have proved to be so
successful, we have been able to develop a programme of standard models with diameters between 320 and 650 mm and widths of 80 to 178
mm. We hold semi-finished rollers in stock, ready
to finish the shape and dimensions of the groove to
your requirements. This helps to keep delivery
times to a minimum.

Every elevator is equipped with a hand wheel
which is used in an emergency to move the
elevator car manually.
We manufacture these wheels from our thermoplastic quality OPTAMID® and duroplastic quality
LAMINEX® 2800. The main advantage shared by
both qualities over metal is their considerably lower
specific weight. This means that our plastic hand
wheels have a considerable weight advantage,
which in turn means a lower centrifugal mass (GD2).
OPTAMID® and LAMINEX® 2800 hand wheels do
not need balancing. Both materials can be coloured
yellow, thus eliminating the need to paint them.
Hand wheels can also be manufactured with
a steel centre.
Needless to say, OPTAMID® and LAMINEX® 2800
hand wheels retain their shape and are highly
resistant to shocks and blows.

